
THE FUTURE OF BANKING COMES HOME

The age of banking from home is quickly approaching.  Coming this January
[update month before going to print], Norwest will be offering PC InstaLink, a
new home banking program, to customers in the Twin Cities area.

APPEALING TO THE CONVENIENCE-ORIENTED

Banking customers may be placed into one of two broad segments.  One group
is most interested in convenience, while the other group has a preference for the
more personal services of branch banking.  Based on the number of transactions
that Norwest processes, it’s clear that the percentage of electronic transactions is
growing much more rapidly than transactions processed through banking
personnel.

The convenience-oriented customer wants to be able to perform financial
management and banking functions seamlessly, “any time, any place, any way.”
PC InstaLink will appeal to the growing segment of customers who are looking
for more convenience in their banking operations, as well as greater control over
their money.

THE ELECTRONIC CHECKBOOK

Basically, the model for PC InstaLink is an “electronic checkbook” that provides
automatic reconciliation and statement information for checking, savings and
credit card transactions.  It’s an alternative service that automates the balancing
of checking and savings accounts, facilitates the transfer of funds between
checking and savings, allows access to lines of credit and credit card account
information, and enables customers to pay bills without ever writing a check or
paying postage.  Its “smart-fill” feature eliminates the effort of typing in data
manually;  instead, transactions will be downloaded directly into the customer’s
PC.

In making payments, PC InstaLink will allow customers to choose whether they
want a particular bill paid today, at a specified future date, or on an ongoing
basis.  Using Norwest’s PAYMENT XPRESS bill payment service, this process will
not only save customers time in paying bills, it will allow them to collect interest
up to the bill’s due date, without risking delinquency.  And it can be used to
complete any payment, from a retail charge account to the family baby-sitter,
automatically and accurately.  It will even provide reminders of what payments
are going out, and when they are paid.  With PC InstaLink, transactions are
available on a daily basis.

PC InstaLink is a financial software tool that customers can use in lieu of writing
check.  When payments are made on-line, the electronic checkbook is
automatically reconciled.  However, PC InstaLink won’t replace the traditional
checkbook altogether.  For grocery shopping and other times when their PC is
not accessible, customers can still use their checkbook to make payments on the
spot.



Norwest’s integrated services will all be seamless to the customer.  Whether they
choose to use their touch tone Voice Response Unit (VRU) for one transaction,
an ATM for another, and then go on-line through PC InstaLink for still another,
all Norwest systems will synchronize with each other so that the customer
always sees a consistent and up-to-date picture of their accounts.  The
convenience of PC service will make Norwest customers truly mobile.

MONEY MANAGEMENT

PC InstaLink is probably the only financial software tool that the customer will
ever need.  Accounts will be reconciled with the most current information
available — all at the end user’s workstation.  To make money management
even easier for the customer to follow, transactions can be categorized and
simple charts and graphs can be created.

Users of Intuit Quicken and Microsoft Money will be pleased to find that they can
easily import and export data for an exchange of information with PC InstaLink.
Or, to get all of their transaction data downloaded onto one system, some
customers may choose to use it as a complete replacement for other software.
For even greater control, customers who have accounts at both Norwest and
another bank can manually integrate and track their non-Norwest accounts.

EASY TO USE

While the product has been affectionately coined a “virtual bank” and a “byte
and pixel branch,” PC InstaLink is not as complex as traditional home banking
programs.  It will allow customers to use their PC and modem much like they
use VRU banking or an ATM today — with 24-hour access.

The screens will be intuitive to use.  Going on-line for the first time, customers
will be guided through the process of setting up their local work station
passwords, establishing data sets of information, and retrieving their account
data.

Various design metaphors can be used to ease the customer’s way through the
process.  Colorful graphical representations, such as account registers, checks,
desks, locks and keys, as well as scenarios of an ATM, a bank lobby and a town,
will be tested for user-friendliness through the prototyping processes and focus
groups.

Customers will have the ability to set and check all the transactions that they
wish to perform before going on-line.  For the experienced user who may prefer
to move more quickly through the program, menu and tool bars will also be
provided.

SECURITY

The infrastructure being utilized for PC InstaLink provides the most secure



method of communications currently available on the market.  It will allow for
the maximum amount of privacy, using security devices such as local passwords
(set up by end-users on their PC), Norwest passwords and encryption.  Utilizing
several layers of security, PC InstaLink’s on-line banking and bill payment
services will be one of the most secure in the industry, exceeding those of on-line
providers currently on the market today (i.e. Prodigy, America Online, Internet,
etc.).

THE FUTURE OF PC INSTALINK

Templates will be developed which will allow Norwest customers to
communicate with Customer Services to perform typical tasks.  For example,
customers could change their account address, order checks, dispute
transactions, request a stop payment on a check, request a photocopy of a check,
and make a request for additional information on Norwest-offered products.  In
addition to the pre-formatted templates, they will also be able to create a
freeform template for requests that fall outside of these areas.

Eventually, installment loans, mortgage information, CDs, securities, stocks, tax
packages, student loans, insurance products and Norwest financial products may
all be available on-line.  Marketing messages may be sent to end-users in an
effort to boost Norwest cross-sell programs.

Norwest employees will test the features and functions of PC InstaLink at home
during the months of November and December of 1995 [update months before
going to print], before the product is released.  In January, after receiving
feedback from employees on their “Beta cycling” results, and changes are
implemented, PC InstaLink will be made available to the public.  The pilot
program for Norwest employees, as well as the initial market release to Norwest
customers, will initially be limited to the Twin Cities area, with later expansion to
include the Norwest correspondent base.


